
    The People are the Nation (Lyrics) 

 

 

Hook: 

 

People are the Nation 

Spiritual globally reconciliation peace meditation  

People are the nation (two times)...after 2nd time,  "serve the people" 

 

Verse: 

 

We'd like to see the world pull through to the truth 

Learn to peace, history of patterns many clues 

Ilyan terror, is not love, "courage proof"  

Choose Doctor King,  world of smiles Spirit loose 

 

Conscious beyond the label "Social", yeah we said it love 

Community is not an "ism", peace is where we're headed love 

Paradigm transformation from within is truth is love 

Witnessing each-other strong together Comfort living love 

 

Battle is not the flesh, but the spirit double U we love 

"Oh how cool" like a Trinity Peace Spirit does 

Toast ourself with better choices any effort always was 

No-where is now here, you're okay easy does 

 

Men Perdition likes to be "center of attention" 

God knows every thought "7 intervention" 

Tricks tries to say it's peace (yet) agitates the mention 



But the lie will get caught up 

G.O. intercession 

 

 

Hook: 

 

People are the Nation 

Spiritual globally reconciliation peace meditation  

People are the nation (four times)...after 2nd time,  "serve the people" 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace...to "At ease", what it is...we thank you so much... it's Team Effort, and we'd do the same for 

you...let's respect our Seniors and stop the run game drama dissent for dissent sake...ok...thank 

you..."Good, ghhood"          and peace to Morpheus, good work Brotha Man, thank you...we're "off the 

couch" with motivation, "jump up and be somebody"...we can all agree, that the decentralization of 

power is the future... We Serve the People. It's a Timeless spiritual battle between natural human rights 

versus totalitarian segregationist philosophies... we should remember it's a philosophical struggle and 

battle...where are we drawing our thoughts from? Build or destroy. A loving and positive constructive 

place? Or a negative and hateful one? Let's choose peace. 1love 


